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Environmental Damage Climate Change Hostile Neighbors Friendly Trade Partners Society's Response to its Environmental Problems



The 5 Point Framework By Jason Davis



Environmental Damage



1



Palestine Congo



5 Due to the growing population and disengagement from their Israeli counterparts, the state of Palestine has gradually developed some serious issues in their environment. As climate change begins to effect nations globally, Palestinians have grown even more desperate to establish some control over their environmental impact. Though the situation here is not as severe as other



Middle Eastern nations such as Pakistan and Iran, restrictions made by the Israeli government has made it extremely difficult to trace they effects in areas in the West Bank. The lack of government support of the land is also applicable to pollution, as there are no established waste management companies or water treatment facilities in the state, resulting a very unmonitored environment.
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Despite containing one of the largest areas of tropical rain forest in the entire world, the Democratic Republic of Congo deals with one of the toughest environmental issues of the 21st. Century. The ongoing war over natural resources in the DRC has resulted in huge damage across the nation. The illegal mining of metals in the forest areas of the country have destroyed the quality of soil and water streams in the country, leaving there very little room for the preservation of life. In addition to the mass extraction of unrenewable
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The 5 Point Framework resources from the forests, areas of the congo have been ruined from the conflict of the second Congo war, dating back from the 90’s. The Congo government have established a series of national parks and protected land in attempt to preserve what is left of the rain forests, but ongoing corruption and war has made it a difficult task.



Palestine Congo



Climate Change
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The well known phenomena known as global warming has sped up climate change dramatically over the past two decades. The middle east is by far the most vulnerable region in the world due to its vast areas of desert and high population. Regions in Jordan, Iran, and Palestine have been effected the most. Palestine in particular as suffered as a result to conflicts amongst arab and Israeli citizens over water resources. The large influx of refugees from the Iraq war and Syrian exiles over the last several years have overpopulated regions in the West Bank making it impossible to provide quality water for all citizens.
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The global increase of greenhouse gases have not effected the DRC as it has the rest of the world due to its large area of tropical forest. However, the nation has still felt the effects of climate change as droughts have crippled areas that are non-tropical and altered eco systems within the forests. Poverty in the nation has led to the major extraction of unreliable resources in the region, making it even more vulnerable to acid rain and extreme temperatures.



a reserved safe-land in response to the aftermath of the holocaust. Though this state was recognized by the United Nations, residents of the nation of Palestine rejected this state and in many ways still do today. In 1967, Israel extended their borders, conquering areas of the West Bank, Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip. Today, the fight continues for independence by the Palestinians, along with many different rebel forces fighting against the ally nations of Israel. However, Israel’s dominating military makes any outside threats from neighboring Palestinians minuscule in their fight for separation from the country.
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The lack of organization by the DRC makes their own government a ‘hostile neighbor’ to the citizens of the nation. Civil war in the Congo has transformed the nation over the past 15 years with attempts of establishing a government but several efforts to overthrow them in response. The after effects of the Rwandan Genocide gradually poured over to the congo towards the late 90’s, causing threats from rebel groups and organized crime units and refugees from both Rwanda and Uganda. In addition, the Congolese nation consists of over 200 separate ethnic groups and tribes, many with several differences in religious, moral, and political beliefs, making the cause for unity in the nation a huge struggle and a lawless land. Friendly Trade Partners
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Palestine has one major cause for their lack of economic success: They are not recognized internationally as a county. The government and Hostile Neighbors borders of the ‘state’ of Palestine are unofficial and are argued amongst political figures. Because of this, the accuracy of trade statistics are skewed and difficult to keep track of. Unfortunately for Palestine, Being surrounded by fellow arab nations and their biggest buyer is their hostile neighbor of Israel, Islamic ran governments is a positive for the state of since the proximity makes in easy for companies to Palestine. However their ongoing battle with the establish trade routes. Consequently, recent Israeli government has made life for Palestinians restrictions placed upon areas of the West Bank and difficult, with no say in the government around them Gaza Strip have prevented citizens to establish and constant oppression from their Israeli neighbors. independent trade amongst European and Western Post WWII, the Jewish state of Israel was established nations. Trade on the black market is believed to be
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The 5 Point Framework the primary route for Palestinian organizations to close by countries such as Jordan and Egypt.
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Trade in the congo can be either good or bad depending on how one looks at it morally. The DRC is one of the most mineral rich areas of land in the world, being one of the largest markets for metals in Africa. The negative to it being such a prosperous land, is that it is run by illegal mining companies and corrupt politicians. While legal and monitored trade routes do exist between the DRC and neighboring nation, the majority is done through smuggling across borders. Many metals become untraceable once across the border, as they are sweltered with ‘clean’ metals. Trade with Uganda and Rwanda has been an on and off situation with the DRC. Due to the consistent wars within the country, the rapports established by former governments have no carried to modern leaders, making it a struggle to establish a friendly trade relationship.



Society’s Response to Environmental Issues
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Though there is a clear disregard by the Israeli government to aid areas of Palestine for their environmental problems, separate organizations within the West Bank and Gaza Strip have taken the initiative to create awareness amongst the citizens of Palestine. In recent years, the push for an official Palestinian state has also put pressure on the Israeli government to establish better pollution treatment organizations and initiatives within controlled parts of Palestine. Due to the increase in cultural unity and nationwide efforts towards independence, the response by Palestinian citizens are geared to more involved action in their local communities and environmental health. 
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While the current government of the Democratic Republic of Congo has increased efforts to crack down on environmental injustice and misconduct by illegal mining organizations, many citizens of the nation still resort to dangerous and consequential measures in efforts to make money. For example, burning down areas of the forests is used as a strategy to improve agriculture by using the ashes of biodegraded plants as fertilizer for the land. These have endangered a vast number of bird and mammal species in the tropical rain forests. As if the unnatural causes weren’t bad enough, the growing population in urban areas have made cities a haven for air and water pollution. The spread of disease throughout the Congo and neighboring countries have multiplied in relation to both climate change and mass urbanization. Moreover, the effects of this urban pollution has also begun to spread towards rural areas of the country, as only 54% of rural dwellers in the DRC have access to clean water sources.
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